ADDENDUM #1
IFB NUMBER – B20-053AM
April 17, 2020

NAME OF PROJECT: RED ROCK CANYON OPEN SPACE PARKING IMPROVEMENTS

PROPOSAL DUE DATE: REMAINS: APRIL 24, 2020 - NO LATER THAN 2:00 PM

This document shall become as fully a part of the above named RFP and Contract Documents as if included and shall take full and complete precedence over anything stated or shown to the contrary in them.

Acknowledgment: Each Offeror shall indicate in the place provided acknowledgment of receipt of this Addendum.

Each and every Offeror, subcontractor, and material supplier shall be responsible for reading each and every item in this Addendum to ascertain the extent and manner it affects the work in which he is interested.

***CHANGES TO THE PUBLICATION NOTICE***

The following items and information are corrections and additions to the above referenced project.

1. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

   1. Bid items 7 and Ad Alt 2 call for 3/8” minus recycled crushed concrete. Would 3/4” minus be acceptable?
       Yes, ¾” minus recycled crushed concrete will be accepted.

   2. Will a SWMP Permit be needed?
       No SWMP permit will be required. The contractor shall be responsible for installing, monitoring and maintaining site appropriate BMP’s during the project.

   3. In Schedule D “Statement of Work” mentions transplanting a 5” diameter ponderosa pine. Will City Forestry be transplanting or will that be on the contractor?
       City Forestry will transplant the tree prior to the start of any construction. The contract will not be responsible for this tree and should no longer be considered within the scope of work.

   4. Is asphalt patching on 26th street incidental?
       Any patching would be incidental. For the 26th Street Trailhead, the preference from the City would be to have the contractor sawcut a clean line on the existing edge of the asphalt road and pour the new concrete pan to that line thus eliminating the need for an asphalt patch back.
5. Can you provide the specification for the type, style and color of bear saver trash receptacle?

BearSaver – HA Series Single Trash Enclosure, ADA Compliant.
  Item #HA-P
  Color: Forest Brown
  Labels: “Trash”
  Exterior Cold Spray Galvanizing Single Unit: None
  Plastic Wood Siding: None
  Available from Bearsaver.com - 800-851-3887

Offeror shall acknowledge receipt of this addendum by signing below, and this addendum must be returned as part of the proposal.

_____________________________  ________________
Signature                  Date

_____________________________
Firm